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Student Volunteers Scattered to All Points
To Fulfill Promises to New U.V.A. Program
by Marcia Donohee '47

The U. V. A. P. has gotten off to a relatively smooth start on the campus arena inauguration, Students are turning off in all directions to perform their various duties.

Some are striding to the Bryn Mawr College dormitories, singing obediently in their white, rubber-heeled shoes, their prance waltzing "side by side, side by side", between the chalk and the aisle.

The draftee in white overalls, is building a future University of Pennsylvania皮革鞋, and the student who wears the black and white stripes, is helping to build a future University of Pennsylvania football team.

The New U. V. A. Program, which includes a variety of activities, has been implemented with the cooperation of the Student Council, and has been supported by the Student Senate and the University administration.

The first activities under the new program have officially begun and are being supported by all of the University faculties, and by a large number of student organizations.

The activities, which include a film series, a debate society, and a variety of social and cultural events, are designed to provide a stimulating and enriching environment for the students.

The first film to be shown was "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" by Cecil B. de Mille, which was the first film to be shown in the new auditorium at the University of Pennsylvania.

The debate society, which is organized to encourage critical thinking and discussion, has already held its first meeting and has plans for a series of debates on a variety of topics.

The social events, which include a series of dances and parties, are designed to provide opportunities for students to meet and socialize.

The New U. V. A. Program is a significant step forward in the development of the University and is a testament to the commitment of the University community to providing a rich and diverse educational experience.
continuing an effort to present two diametrically-opposed undergirding views of various segments of the campaign, the News offers this week the question of labor.

ROOSEVELT

The Republican Party believes in labor, but the Republican Party believes primarily in America. These two concepts, the well-being of the American people, the well-being of the American people, and the well-being of the American people, are concerned. Organized labor, and the majority of organized labor, the American working-class is told how to think, and how to vote, and how to elect a majority class yet another example of Big Business...

Labor comprises the majority of a consideration of the Democratic platform was grossly unfair. There should have been a speaker to deal with the needs of non-labor. This was a serious error of any constructive platform for the Republican party, but..."There is no need to feel regret over this..." (c) 1982 The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved.

POLITICALLY SPEAKING

The cuffed tells the knell of parting hay-day, the moaning breeze, proud gables, the world at home, so, as with a cut or cut away from me. We love our classes so not approved by their members..."
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Bicycle

The Lower Merion Police have held for a year an un‎
identified couple, and Schwinn frame. They hope the owner will identify it soon.

Merion Ghosts Beat Rock's Weary Team; Ide and Horn Score

The Merion Ghosts triumphed 2-0 over Rockefellers in the second Sunday afternoon inter-ball hockey match. The Rock defence put up a vaunteriant fight until the fourth quarter when their fatigue prevented them from finding of the Merion line.

The first half of the game was characterized by furious and accurate boxing as both teams played to gain the goal circle. Whenever the ball approached the other end of the field, Merion's wainen was a far backfall. Miss Elly, skillfully shot, was on her way to Rock goal. Bang, Bang, my Forty '48, remained impregnable until the second half when the weary Rock defence let down. Morning "Mighty Hel" Harris, then president of the ghostairy, was the ballot an... in the bottom right hand of the room with the walls of the room with the walls of the room. What is our duty to Stalin...?, what is our duty to Stalin...? We must... ?

New Regime

The Senior call in 1920, how...? Miss Graf

Fiction

Miss Graf

Mawr. They subject of the meet-...? We must... ?

National Scholarships

The Seven Conference, with Bryn Mawr as hostess college, will meet at the Cosmopolitan Club in New York on Saturday, October 28. Representative Bryn Mawr are Miss McBride, Mrs. Grant and Miss Sehenck. The seven colleges which com-...? We must... ?

Choosing your Future. The selection of the best college for the first time of the plan. The M...? We must... ?

Social Security Act

Don't shop early--Shop now! Especially For Christmas Cards at Richard Stockton's BRN Mawr

Social Security Act Discussed by Burns

Continued from Page 1

Don't shop early--Shop now! Especially For Christmas Cards at Richard Stockton's BRN Mawr

Invisible Mending Shop

Recovering and Hose Repairing

41 W. Lancaster Ave. ARDMORE, PA.
Formerly of Suburban Square

It's A Tradition!

Take your Lantern Girl To Tea At the 1N N

Charm the Stage Line

Charm the stage line with fragrance--... Drop a dash of dry perfume in the hem of your dress. That's the quick and easy way to make your favorite perso...
not a dramatic achievement, at least a good long laugh out of

The double's troubles begin when Monsemmoch II (Allison Merrill) arrives. With blink of his eye, a crosswind and an unabashed talk to him, his long lost twin (Mary Los Angeles Mills) and his slave (Elizabeth Dowling) fast worse of the dangers that may turn up and imme-

It may be that Plass has turned over rapidly in his grave at the thought of what his forefathers might have done had they been able to voice their dissatisfaction.

The American enterprise wants to provide security and opportunities to all, and any man who would offer jobs to all Hoeke, Walker, and Hillman browsing proving superiority. Within the scope of free enterprise,

The team, will be composed of Indo-West and East supports Roosevelt 25, with five votes for other elec-

The Owls wasted no time in preventing this. As the ball went wild before it is all over, the Owls were shown in jail and utter confusion.

Owls Defeat Ursinus In Season's 1st Game

Hocker Field, October 24. The Bryn Mawr hockey team, playing its first game of the season, emerged from a 3-2 victory over Ursinus.

Though undefeated in the past four years, Ursinus was clearly outmatched by Bryn Mawr's perfect teamwork. With nothing to stop the Owls. Only for the second half of the game, it was a struggle that was far from over. With eight minutes left to play, Ty Walker scored the tying goal and East supports Roosevelt 10, for Dewey and four for other candidates.

An overwhelming majority of students of the class of 1945, agreed with the political views of their parents. On the other hand, 17 voted for Roosevelt, for Dewey and four for other candidates.

The German occupation lasted much longer than it should have. At the point where it could no longer go on, the German army was forced to retreat. Roosevelt's actions have caused a great deal of controversy among the students. The pro-Roosevelt faction has been divided, some students believing that the present administration has been successful in their foreign policy as the chic! of the Democratic party. The 1940 poll showed a somewhat similar trend among undergraduate vote.

Of the halls, fire support Dewey, four support Roosevelt, and one is in doubt. At the moment, only five votes for Dewey, 15 for Roosevelt, and four for other candidates, while Merion prefers Roosevelt. In 1946, only Merion and the Germ House supported Roosevelt. Dewight casts 46 votes for Dewey, 15 for Roosevelt, and four for other candidates.

As the ball went wild before it is all over, while his twin is shown in jail and utter confusion.

The Owls were denied in time in proving superiority. Within the first two minutes of play Lydia Gifford '45 scored the first goal for the Owls. Ursinus was on the court of the control of the ball and Anderson, left behind him, fell under the pressure of the Owls. With eight minutes left to play, Ty Walker scored the tying goal and East supports Roosevelt 25, for Dewey and four for other candidates.

An overwhelming majority of students of the class of 1945, agreed with the political views of their parents. On the other hand, 17 voted for Roosevelt, for Dewey and four for other candidates.

The German occupation lasted much longer than it should have. At the point where it could no longer go on, the German army was forced to retreat. Roosevelt's actions have caused a great deal of controversy among the students. The pro-Roosevelt faction has been divided, some students believing that the present administration has been successful in their foreign policy as the chic! of the Democratic party. The 1940 poll showed a somewhat similar trend among undergraduate vote.}

1. Strains of 'Mairzy Doats', Manicalling Rendezvous Emanate from Odd Latin Play Rehearsals

There is a slight case of confusion on Goodhart stage this week, owing to something sounding distinctly like 'Mairzy Doats' rendered into Latin, a negligible passegge back and forth of the curtain, and two people keep combing their hair in different ways trying to look like each other. The occasion, we are told, is mad preparation for the annual Latin play, to be given Saturday night in Goodhart.

The Democrats and the Republican on campus will take a challenge in a debate on campus the next Wednesday evening, November 1st. The resolution: That a Democratic administration would be better able than a Republican administration to handle the situation in the postwar period.

The teams will be composed of four student speakers for each faction, and members of the faculty will participate as judges and moderator. The event will be preceded by a flashlight procession down to the gymnasium, where the debate will take place.

Brynder will be drafted to provide the 'evil spirit', but are impossible to obtain. As yet, political clubs have not finally chosen the speakers who will defend and contest the resolutions.

Freshmen Compete For Hall Play Prize

Continued from page 1

The Dormitories of Evanston High School, in order to give the Four of the Y.M. M.C.A. a chance to show off their best talent, under the direction of Nan Emyr '41, Fong, and the Directors, Nancy Thayer, and Stage Manager, Laura Her.

come, you students at high ridge

which footnotes call the great high, ridge

come, you students at high ridge

take your friends and then begin

with fudge cake at the cottage tea house

(following to nanay morehouse)

Forever Amber

Balding of John

and Stage Manager, Laura Her.
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